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Fuzzy Relation Equations with WordsVil�em Nov�akUniversity of OstravaInstitute for Researh and Appliations of Fuzzy Modeling30. dubna 22,701 03 Ostrava 1, Czeh RepubliApril 22, 20021 IntrodutionIn this paper, we fous on two questions. The �rst one is, how a systemati theory of the spei� linguistiexpressions widely used in the appliations of fuzzy logi an be developed. These expressions form alass of the so alled evaluating linguisti expressions. These are all expressions suh as \small, verysmall, roughly medium, more or less big", et. and fuzzy numbers (also modi�ed using linguisti hedges).Suh a theory has been proposed in this paper. We argue that it �ts well the meaning of the disussedexpressions.The seond question is solution of fuzzy relation equations derived from the linguisti data onsisting ofthe above expressions. We show that the pure evaluating linguisti expressions, i.e. those not ontainingfuzzy number, in most ases do not allow a solution. Thus, the only reasonable way is the use of fuzzynumbers.2 PreliminariesWe will work with a set of truth values, whih, in general, is a residuated lattie, i.e. an algebraL = hL;_;^;
;!;0;1i (1)with four binary operations and two onstants suh that:(i) hL;_;^;0;1i is a lattie with the ordering � de�ned using the operations _;^ as usual, and 0;1are its least and the greatest elements, respetively;(ii) hL;
;1i is a ommutative monoid, that is, 
 is a ommutative and assoiative operation with theidentity a
 1 = a;(iii) the operation ! is a residuation operation with respet to 
, i.e.a
 b �  i� a � b! : (2)More spei�ally, we will suppose L to be one of the following.A BL-algebra LBL, whih is a residuated lattie ful�lling, moreover, the following onditions:(a) prelinearity (a! b) _ (b! a) = 1;(b) divisibility a
 (a! b) = a ^ b2



for all a; b 2 L. More spei�ally, we will suppose that L = [0; 1℄ and 
 is some ontinuous t-norm.The seond possibility is that L is a  Lukasiewiz MV-algebraL L = hL;
;�;:;0;1iwhere L = [0; 1℄ and a
 b =0 _ (a + b� 1); ( Lukasiewiz onjuntion)a� b =1 ^ (a + b); ( Lukasiewiz disjuntion):a =1� a; (negation)for all a; b 2 [0; 1℄. The  Lukasiewiz impliation is a residuation operation in L L given bya! b = :a� b = 1 ^ (1� a + b):Let 
 be a t-norm. By !, we denote the orresponding residuation operation. Furthermore, we putz(a) = V1k=1 ak for every a 2 [0; 1℄ where the power is taken with respet to 
.A fuzzy set A �� V in the universe V is a funtionA : V �! Lwhere L is the support of one of the above mentioned algebras. By F(V ) we denote the set of all fuzzysets on V , i.e. F(V ) = LV . A binary fuzzy relation in U and V is a fuzzy setR �� U � V:Let A �� U , B �� V be fuzzy sets. Then the residuation operation between A and B is de�ned by(A )B)(u; v) = A(u) ! B(v); u 2 U; v 2 V:We will also use the following symbol for a ut of a funtion f : R �! R to [0; 1℄:f�(x) =8><>:1 if 1 < f(x);f(x) if 0 � f(x) � 1;0 if f(x) < 0:The following funtion will also be used:Æz(x) = (1 if x = z;0 otherwise.3 Evaluating Linguisti ExpressionsIn the appliations of fuzzy logi, an important role is played by the so alled evaluating linguistiexpressions, whih are linguisti expressions haraterizing a position on a bounded ordered sale (usuallyan interval of some numbers (real, rational, natural, et.). Examples are \small, medium, big, very small,roughly large, extremely high", et.3.1 Linguisti haraterizationThe symbol h. . . i used below denotes a metavariable for the kind of a word given inside the angle brakets.De�nition 1An evaluating linguisti expression is one of the following:3



(i) Simple evaluating linguisti expression whih is either of the linguisti expressions:(a) hpure evaluating expressioni :=hlinguisti hedgeihatomi evaluating linguisti expressioniwhere hlinguisti hedgei is either empty hedge (i.e. no hedge is present), or an intensifyingadverb with narrowing e�et (extremely, signi�antly, very) or widening e�et (more or less,roughly, quite roughly, very roughly). Furthermore,hatomi evaluating linguisti expressioniis any of the adjetives \small", \medium", or \big".(b) hfuzzy numberi := hlinguisti hedgeihnumberiwhere hlinguisti hedgei is either \about" or an intensifying adverb with widening e�et andhnumberi is a name of a real number (element taken from R).(ii) Compound evaluating linguisti expression`A or B' where A;B are evaluating linguisti expressions.Note that empty hedge is formally equal to stating that atomi evaluating expression is also simpleone. However, it is advantageous to onsider \empty hedge" as a spei� linguisti hedge.Example 1Atomi evaluating linguisti expressions are small, medium, big. Fuzzy numbers are, e.g. twenty �ve, thevalue z, roughly 100, et. Simple evaluating linguisti expressions are very small, more or less medium,roughly big, about twenty �ve, approximately x0, et. Compound evaluating linguisti expressions areroughly small or medium , et.The \fuzzy number" is a linguisti haraterization of some number. This means that every linguistiharaterization of a number is understood impreisely. We will take the form \about x0" as anonial.It will play a similar role as \empty hedge" in the ase of fuzzy number.It is notieable that atomi evaluating linguisti expressions usually form pairs of antonyms, i.e. thepairs \nominal adjetive | antonym".Of ourse, there are a lot of other examples, e.g. \young | old", \ugly | nie", \stupid | lever", et.The triple of expressionshlinguisti hedgeihnominal adjetivei |hlinguisti hedgeihmiddle memberi | hlinguisti hedgeihantonymiis alled the evaluating trihotomy. If all the linguisti hedges are empty then it is the basi evaluatingtrihotomy.De�nition 2Let A be an evaluating linguisti expression. Then the linguisti expressionhnouni is A (3)is an evaluating prediation. If A is a simple evaluating linguisti expression then (3) is a a simpleevaluating prediation.If A and B are evaluating prediations then `A and B' and `A or B' are ompound prediations.4



Example 2Evaluating prediations are, e.g. \temperature is very high" (here \high" is taken instead of \big"),\pressure is not small", \frequeny is small or medium", \ost is not small and not big", \inome isroughly three million", et. Compound evaluating prediation is, e.g. \temperature is high and pressureis very high".The following de�nition haraterizes a fragment S of natural language (English) employed in fuzzylogi.De�nition 3The set S of the onsidered linguisti expressions onsists of evaluating linguisti expressions, evaluatingprediations and the onditional lause IF A THEN B (4)where A, B are evaluating linguisti prediations.3.2 Semantis of evaluating linguisti expressionsThe general model of the semantis of linguisti expressions is based on the distintion between theirintension and extension in the sense introdued by R. Carnap ([2℄).Intension of a linguisti expression, sentene, or of a onept, an be identi�ed with the propertydenoted by it. An intension may lead to di�erent truth values in various possible worlds but it isinvariant with respet to them.Extension is a lass of elements determined by an intension, whih fall into the meaning of a linguistiexpression in a given possible world. Thus, it depends on the partiular ontext of use | it does nothange when hanging the possible world (ontext, time, plae). The intension is assumed to keep theFrege's ompositionality priniple: a more omplex intension is a funtion of simpler ones.Expressions A of natural language are names of intensions. Let us remark that a lot of onviningarguments have been given to the statement (see, e.g., [8℄) that the meaning of expressions of naturallanguage annot be identi�ed with their extensions (the mentioned ompositionality priniple is broken).Formalization of these ideas for the development of the semantis of evaluating linguisti expressionsin fuzzy logi will follow the fundamental ideas onsidered in the intensional logi (f. [8℄).Let W be a set of possible worlds. These an be understood as speial parameters representing thepartiular state of a�airs (or ontext of use). Moreover, let a set V be given, whih represents objets.In the ase of evaluating expressions, V will be a set of values of some features of objets, suh astemperature, pressure, height, width, et. It is reasonable to onsider that V = R.Let us stress that on the basis of this idea, the real objets (e.g. a ontrolled system, situation, humanbeing, et.) an be mathematially represented by some vetor of values of its features. More preisely,let o be suh an objet and let us distinguish its features '1; : : : ; 'n. Eah feature 'i an attain valuesfrom some set Vi. Then a given objet o is represented by a vetor of valueso = hv1; : : : ; vni 2 V1 � � � � � Vn:As a speial ase, we may take Vi = R, i = 1; : : : ; n. Then a real objet is represented as a vetor of realnumbers. This is fully in aordane with the assumed pratie, and also database systems where, e.g. aperson is represented by a reord being, in fat, a sequene of numbers (age, height, wage, et.).The intension is formally a funtion A : W �! F(V ): (5)The extension in the given possible world w 2W is a fuzzy setA(w) �� V:Note that this de�nition (taken from intensional logi) is in aordane with Carnap's idea that theextension must be reapturable from the intension. It is also lear that while extension hanges, intensionremains the same independently on the possible world.For the semantis of the evaluating linguisti expressions we introdue the following de�nition.5



De�nition 4The intensional spae is given by:(i) A set of possible worlds W = fhvL; vS ; vRig where vL; vS ; vR 2 [0;1) and vL < vS < vR.(ii) An algebra of truth values is either a BL-algebra LBL where L = [0; 1℄ and 
 is a ontinuoust-norm, or it is a  Lukasiewiz algebra L L.(iii) A ouple of linear funtions L;R : W � R �! L de�ned in eah possible world w 2W byLw(x) =� vS � xvS � vL�� (left horizon) (6)Rw(x) =� x� vSvR � vS�� (right horizon) (7)and a middle horizon funtionMw(x) = :Lw(x) ^ :Rw(x) = � x� vLvS � vL�� ^ � vR � xvR � vS�� : (8)(iv) A set of linear funtions de�ned in eah possible world w 2W byBw = fBw;x0 jBw;x0(x) = �x� x0 + hLhL �� ^ �x0 � x + hRhR �� or Bw;x0(x) = Æx0(x);x0 2 [vL; vR℄; 0 < hL < x0 � vL; 0 < hR < vr � x0g (9)(v) A lass of abstrat hedges Hf = f� : [0; 1℄ �! [0; 1℄ j � 2 Hfquad [Hf lin (10)where Hfquad = f�quada;b; j a; b 2 (�1; 1);  2 (0:5; 1℄; a < b < g�quada;b; (y) = 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:1;  � y;1� (�y)2(�b)(�a) ; b � y < ;(y�a)2(b�a)(�a) ; a � y < b;0; y < a (11)and Hf lin = f�lina; j a 2 (�1; 1℄;  2 (0:5; 1℄; a < b < g�lina; (y) = 8>>><>>>:1;  � y;(y�a)(�a) ; a � y < ;0; y < a: (12)Note that possible worlds are in this de�nition identi�ed with intervals of real numbers. Of ourse, wean extend this de�nition to intervals in arbitrary ordered set. This is unneessary for our explanationbelow. To simplify the notation, if v 2 R and w = hvL; vS ; vRi is a possible world then we will often writev 2 w instead of v 2 [vL; vR℄. 6



Alternatively, we may introdue in (11) a simpli�ed lass�quada; (y) = 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:1;  � y;1� (�y)2(�a)2 ; a+2 � y < ;(y�a)2(�a)2 ; a � y < a+2 ;0; y < a:If a; b 2 [0; 1) then the abstrat hedge is pure, otherwise it is modi�ed. The funtion � an be also seenas a deformation of the horizon. To simplify notation, we will often write only � 2 Hf understandingthat it is, in fat, determined by the parameters a; b;  as in (10).We will say that an abstrat hedge �1 2 Hf is sharper than �2 2 Hf , �1 < �2, if ha2; b2; 2i <ha1; b1; 1i.Lemma 1If �1 < �2 then �1(y) � �2(y), y 2 [0; 1℄.De�nition 5The following are speial lasses of intensions:(i) Type Small Sm = fSm� : W �! F(R) j Sm�(w) = �(Lw(x)); � 2 Hfg(ii) Type Medium Me = fMe� : W �! F(R) j Me�(w) = �(Mw(x)); � 2 Hfg(iii) Type Big Bi = fBi� : W �! F(R) j Bi�(w) = �(Rw(x)); � 2 Hfg(iv) Type fuzzy numberFn = fFn�;x0 : W �! P (F(R)) j Fn�;x0(w)(x) = f�(Bw;x0(x)) j Bw;x0 2 Bwg; � 2 HfggNote that this de�nition also inludes risp numbers as speial ase of the fuzzy ones. If x0 is suh anumber then �(Bw;x0(x)) = 1 for all pure � 2 Hf .We will generally denote the lass of intensions of the evaluating expressions byEv = Sm[Me[Bi[Fn :A speial lass are pure evaluating expressions, whose intensions areEvpure = Sm[Me[Bi :If Ev 2 Ev is an intension and w 2 W is a possible world then Ev(w) is the orresponding extension ofEv in w.This model stems from the idea that the meaning of evaluating expressions is determined by somehorizon, whih we an see in the given possible world. This onept, whih has been borrowed from P.Vop�enka [15℄, means that we an enounter in a given possible world a line the world before whih isde�ned unsharply. This usharpness is mathematially aptured by a simple linear funtions L(x); R(x)and M(x) representing the truth degree uniformly diminishing when moving away from the position ofobserver. The meaning of the pure evaluating expressions is then obtain by spei� deformation of thehorizon. 7



Remark 1 (to the notation)We are working with several lasses of funtions, namely Sm;Me;Bi;Fn whih are altogether denotedby Ev. Their members are funtions from the set W of possible worlds to some set of fuzzy sets. Thus,if Ev 2 Ev is a funtion then Ev(w) is a fuzzy set in the given possible world w. Sine Ev(w) is itself afuntion, then if u 2 w is some element (reall that the latter means u 2 [vL; vR℄), then its membershipdegree in Ev(w) is Ev(w)(u). To simplify the notation, we will better write Evw(u) in suh a ase. As aspeial ase, we will write Fn�;x0;w instead of Fn�;x0(w)When writing an element of, say Sm 2 Sm, then we know that Sm is determined also by some abstrathedge �, i.e. we mean Sm� . However, if � does not matter, we usually omit it from the subsript. Thisonvention will be used also with other symbols.Let Ev1;Ev2 be intensions of the same type ontaining the hedges �1; �2, respetively. Then Ev1 issharper than Ev2, Ev1 < Ev2 if �1 < �2.Lemma 2Let Ev1;Ev2 2 Evpure be of the same type and Ev1 < Ev2. ThenEv1;w � Ev2;wfor every possible world w 2W .proof: This immediately follows from Lemma 1 sine �1 < �2 by the de�nition. 2Lemma 3In  Lukasiewiz algebra p! Evw 2 Ev and p
 Evw 2 Ev holds for every p 2 (0; 1℄.proof: This follows from rather tedious proof of the fat that Ev(w) + k 2 Ev for k 2 [0; 1). 2Linguisti assignmentsDe�nition 6Let A be a a simple evaluating linguisti expression. Then its meaning is identi�ed with its intensionand, in general, it is a funtion Int(A) 2 Evfor whih � is a pure hedge funtion. More spei�ally,Int(hlinguisti hedgei small) 2 Sm;Int(hlinguisti hedgeimedium 2Me, Int(hlinguisti hedgei big) 2 Bi andInt(hlinguisti hedgeihfuzzy numberi) 2 Fn :In more details, Int(hlinguisti hedgeix0) = Fn�;x0 .Remark 2If A is an evaluating linguisti prediation (3) then we put its intension equal to the intension of theevaluating expression inside (3).The extension of A in w 2 W is Extw(A) = Int(A)(w);i.e. if w = hvL; vS ; vRi then it is a fuzzy set Extw(A) = A �� [vL; vR℄. The onstrution of the extension ofthe basi evaluating trihotomy is depited on Fig. 1. We have marked in the �gure also the distinguished
8
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Figure 1: Shemati piture of the onstrution of the extension of evaluating linguisti expressions.points de�ned in the given possible world for eah intension. Let � 2 Hf be given by the parametersa; b; . Then we put:sK = L�1w (); s0 = L�1w (a); (for small)m1K = (:Lw)�1(); m10 = (:Lw)�1(a); (for left part of medium)m2K = (:Rw)�1(); m20 = (:Rw)�1(a); (for right part of medium)bK = R�1w (); b0 = R�1w (a): (for big)We will introdue the following terminology, whih is useful for further explanation. The set [vL; sK ℄is alled the kernel of Smw and denoted by Ker(Smw). Similarly, Ker(Mew) = [m1K ;m2K ℄, Ker(Biw) =[bK ; vR℄ are kernels of Mew and Biw, respetively.Similarly, the sets [s0; vR℄, [vL;m10℄ [ [m20; vR℄ and [vL; b0℄ are zero areas and the remaining parts arevagueness areas.Lemma 4Let Ev1;Ev2 be intensions of di�erent types and �1 = �a1;b1;1 2 Hf and �2 = �a2;b2;2 2 Hf be theirrespetive hedges. Then(a) Ker(Ev1;w) \Ker(Ev2;w) = ; i� 1 + 2 > 1.(b) If Ev1 < Ev2 then Ker(Ev1;w) � Ker(Ev2;w).proof: (a) easily implies from (6), (7) and (8) and the above de�nition.(b) immediately from the de�nition of <. 2This lemma lari�es why we have put  > 0:5 in (10). If the kernels of neighboring extensions wereoverlapping then the intuitive meaning of them as interpretation of the meaning of evaluating linguistiexpressions would beome dubious.We will now selet several adverbs, namelyextremely (Ex), signi�antly (Si), very (Ve), more or less (ML), roughly (Ro), quite roughly(QR), very roughly (VR)as basi linguisti hedges (in the brakets are shorts used below).Furthermore, we will hoose numbers a0; b0; 0 2 [0; 1℄ and assign the abstrat hedge �a0;b0;0 2 Hfquadto the \empty hedge". Then we hoose three abstrat hedges �Ex; �Si; �V e 2 Hfquad, for whih�Ex < �Si < �V e < �a0;b0;09



Linguisti hedge a b Extremely 0.5 0.75 0.95Signi�antly 0.47 0.6 0.8Very 0.35 0.58 0.83empty 0.27 0.5 0.8Rather 0.4 0.5 0.8More or less 0.23 0.45 0.76Roughly 0.2 0.4 0.7Quite roughly 0.15 0.32 0.65Very roughly 0.09 0.2 0.6Table 1: Experimentally found values of parameters a; b;  of some linguisti hedges.holds and four abstrat hedges �ML; �Ro; �QR; �V R 2 Hfquad, for whih�a0;b0;0 < �ML < �Ro < �QR < �V R:Finally we assign these hedges to the above seleted words and understand the former as the meaningof the latter. This proedure enables to onstrut the meaning of eah evaluating expression, whih isthe intension and if given a possible world, also their extension. Let us remark that in fat, we shouldintrodue also a speial grammar whih would prevent, e.g. ombination of narrowing linguisti hedgewith medium (e.g. \very medium" has no sense). We will not are for this problem in this paper.Note that we an also de�ne other kinds of modi�ers not belonging to the above group, for example\rather". This should be assigned the abstrat hedge �a;b; with a > a0, b � b0 and  < 0. Thus, theabove theory enompasses a large lass of linguisti hedges.The experimentally found values of the parameters a; b;  of the disussed linguisti hedges are givenon Table 1.Shapes of the membership funtions of extensions of the experimentally set pure evaluating expressionsare depited on Figure 2
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Figure 2: Membership funtions of extensions of seleted evaluating expressions from Table 1.Let us also remark that linear abstrat hedges ould be used when a signi�ant simpli�ation (for thelinguisti purposes non well suitable) is needed. However, from the linguisti point of view, they seemto be oversimpli�ation of the problem. These hedges might be reasonable for the fuzzy numbers, whihform a quite spei� lass of the linguisti expressions. Note that �lin0;1 gives extension equal to the originallinear funtion (6), (7), (8) and (9).
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4 Fuzzy Relation Equations4.1 General solutionIn this setion, we will fous on fuzzy relation equations. Reall that this problem has been initiated byE. Sanhez ([14℄) and studied further by many researhers (f. Di Nola et. al. [3℄, S. Gottwald [4℄, I.Per�lieva and A. Tonis [11℄). The initial situation is the following.We are given fuzzy data, whih is a �nite set of tupleshA11; : : : ; A1n; B1i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (13)hAm1; : : : ; Amn; Bmi (14)where Aj;i �� Ui, Bj �� V , j = 1; : : : ;m, i = 1; : : : ; n are fuzzy sets. We will often suppose that Ui; V � Rare a ompat sets.The impreise information leading to fuzzy data is quite often given using linguisti expressions. Thus,the �rst information we are given takes the formhA11; : : : ;A1n;B1i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (15)hAm1; : : : ;Amn;Bmiwhere Aji;Bj are evaluating linguisti prediations. Then using the results of the previous setion, (15)leads to the fuzzy data of the formhEv11;w1 ; : : : ;Ev1n;wn ;Ev1(n+1);wn+1i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (16)hEvm1;w1 ; : : : ;Evmn;wn ;Evm(n+1);wn+1iIn (16), Evji;wi , j = 1; : : : ;m, i = 1; : : : ; n + 1 are extensions of the linguisti prediations from (15) insome possible worlds wi. Clearly, the latter take the role of the universes U1; : : : ; Un; V onsidered above(these are ompat sets by De�nition 4).The problem is to �nd a fuzzy relation R �� U1 � � � � � Un � V suh thatBj = (Aj1 � � � � �Ajn) ÆR (17)holds for all j = 1; : : : ;m where the membership funtion of Bj in (17) is given byBj(v) = _u2Uii=1;:::;n((Aj1 � � � � �Ajn)(u1; : : : ; un)
R(u; v)); v 2 V (18)and 
 is a t-norm. If suh relation exists, then we say that the system of fuzzy relation equations (17)is solvable. We will usually suppose that the omposition in (18) is de�ned w.r.t. a ontinuous (leftontinuous) t-norm.Let us denote R̂ = m̂j=1((Aj1 � � � � �Ajn) )Bj): (19)Then the general solution is given in the following theorem.Theorem 1Given the data (13). Then the system (17) is solvable i�Bk(v) = _u2Uii=1;:::;n((Ak1 � � � � �Akn)(u1; : : : ; un)
 R̂(u1; : : : ; un; v)); v 2 V (20)holds for every k = 1; : : : ;m. If (20) holds then R̂ is the greatest solution of (17).11



Note that it follows from this theorem that Cartesian produt (Aj1 � � � � �Ajn) in (19) and (20) an bede�ned using arbitrary t-norm, or even by a more general operation. In the sequel, we will for simpliitytake n = 1.Given a ouple of fuzzy data hA;Bi, we will putX(v) := fu 2 U j A(u) � B(v)g � U; v 2 V: (21)In ase that A := Ev1;w, B := Ev2;w for some possible world and intensions Ev1;Ev2, we will denote (21)by XE1E2 , or, in more details, XSS ; XSM ; ::: if Ev1 := Sm and Ev2 := Sm or Ev2 := Me, respetively.The following theorem is proved in [11℄.Theorem 2 (Per�lieva and Tonis)Let all the membership funtions of the fuzzy data (13) be ontinuous. Then the system (17) is solvablei� for eah i, i = 1; : : : ;m and every v 2 V there exists u 2 Xi(v) suh that z(Bj(v)) < Bi(v) impliesAi(u) ! Bi(v) � Aj(u) ! Bj(v) (22)for eah j 6= i and j = 1; : : : ;m.4.2 Pure evaluating expressions in fuzzy relationsIn this subsetion we will disuss the situation when the data are given by pure evaluating expressions.Lemma 5Let us onsider a ouple of data hEv1;w;Ev2;w0ifor some possible worlds w;w0 2 W where Ev1;Ev2 are of the same type and Ev1 < Ev2. If v 2Ker(Ev2;w0) then XE1E2(v) = Ker(Ev1;w).proof: Immediately from the de�nition (21). 2Theorem 3Let the fuzzy data (13) ontain ouples hEv1;w;Ev2;w0ihEv2;w;Ev3;w0iwhere Ev1;Ev2 2 Evpure, Ev1 < Ev2, are of the same type and Ev3 2 Ev is of the type di�erent fromthe former. Then the system (17) is not solvable.proof: We will use Theorem 2. We must show that there is v 2 w0 suh that for every u 2 XE1E2(v),if z(Ev3;w0(v)) < Ev2;w0(v) thenEv1;w(u) ! Ev2;w0(v) > Ev2;w(u) ! Ev3;w0(v):Let us take v 2 Ker(Ev2;w0) � Ker(Ev1;w0). Then z(Ev3;w0(v)) � Ev3;w0(v) < Ev2;w0(v) beauseKer(Ev2;w0) \Ker(Ev3;w0) = ;. By Lemma 5, XE1E2(v) = Ker(Ev1;w).Then for every u 2 XE1E2(v), Ev1;w(u) ! Ev2;w0(v) = 1 and Ev2;w(u) = 1 beause Ker(Ev1;w) =XE1E2(v) � Ker(Ev2;w). However, Ev3;w0(v) < 1 beause Ker(Ev2;w0) \Ker(Ev3;w0) = ;. 2This theorem demonstrates that if we insist on the use of pure evaluating expressions then we arevery limited provided we want the orresponding system of fuzzy relation equations to be solvable. Inpratie this means that for this ase, pure linguisti expressions are inappropriate and thus, we shouldbetter take the fuzzy data to be fuzzy numbers.Let us remark that this does not disqualify pure evaluating expressions from any use but only fromthe attempt to solve fuzzy relation equations with them. These expressions are, on the other hand, muhmore appropriate when deriving a onlusion using the logial dedution (f., e.g., [1℄).12



4.3 Pure evaluating expressions in fuzzy IF-THEN rulesLet us remark that, in general, logial dedution leads to �ring of one fuzzy IF-THEN rule. Let usanalyze, what an be obtained by suh a rule.Reall from De�nition 3 that fuzzy IF-THEN rules are linguistially a speial kind of onditionallause. Its semantis will be de�ned as follows.De�nition 7Let the fuzzy IF-THEN rule R have the form (4). Then its meaning�) isIntR := Ev1 ))) Ev2where))) is a onnetive interpreted by some impliation operation !. Its extension is de�ned in a oupleof possible worlds w;w0 2W by Exthw;w0i(R) := Ev1;w ! Ev2;w0 (23)where (23) is a fuzzy relation de�ned pointwisely.Let us now de�ne a defuzzi�ation operation DEE for the evaluating linguisti expressions as follows:let Ev 2 Ev be an evaluating expression and w 2W a possible world. Then the defuzzi�ation operationDEF is DEE(Evw) = 8><>:LOM(Smw); if Ev 2 Sm;COG(Evw); if Ev 2Me or Ev 2 Fn;FOM(Biw); if Ev 2 Bi (24)where LOM is the Least of Maxima, FOM is the First of Maxima and COG is the Center of Gravitymethod.Let w = hvL; vS ; vRi be a possible world. ThenLOM(Sm�;w) = vL + (1� )vS ; (25)FOM(Bi�;w) = vR + (1� )vS (26)where  2 (0:5; 1℄ is the parameter of the orresponding linguisti hedge �.Let R be a fuzzy IF-THEN rule (4) with the extension (23) in some possible worlds w;w0. Then itdetermines a funtion fR by fR(u) = DEE(Ev1;w(u) ! Ev2;w0): (27)To distinguish more subtly various kinds of the funtion fR dependingly on the used evaluating ex-pressions in the rule (4), we will write fS1S2 if R := IF X is Small THEN Y is Small, fS1B2 if R :=IF X is Small THEN Y is Big, et.A rather tehnial and routine proof gives us the following theorem.Theorem 4Let w;w0 2W be possible worlds and R a fuzzy IF-THEN rule (E6). Then the funtion fR from (27) isontinuous. More spei�ally, fS1;S2 is nondereasing, fB1;B2 is nondereasing, fS1;B2 is noninreasing,fB1;S2 is noninreasing, fS1;M2 is noninreasing until v0S 2 w0 and nondereasing further and fB1;M2 isopposite.Let us de�ne a pseudoinverse of �a;b; in (10) by�(�1)a;b; (z) = 8><>:��1(z) if z 2 (0; 1); if z = 1;a if z = 0:�)In aordane with Remark 2, we semantially do not distinguish evaluating linguisti prediations from the expressionsinside them 13



Then, for example, the funtion fS1S2 is given by the formulafS1S2(u) = �(�1)2 (Sm1;w(u))vL + (1� �(�1)2 (Sm1;w(u)))vSwhere vL; vS 2 w0 and �2 is an abstrat hedge inside Sm2.It follows from this theorem that by logial dedution we an obtain a pieewise ontinuous andmonotonous funtion. An example of the behavior of the linguisti desription (rule base) onsisting ofa set of monotonous rules suh as IF X is ExSm THEN Y is ExSmIF X is SiSm THEN Y is SiSmIF X is V eSm THEN Y is V eSmIF X is Sm THEN Y is SmIF X is RoSm THEN Y is RoSmet.is depited on Figure 3

Figure 3: Example of the onstrution of linguisti expressions so that the monotonous linguisti desrip-tion leads to almost linear ourse.4.4 Fuzzy numbers in fuzzy relationsAs disussed in the previous setion, pure evaluating expressions lead to mostly unsolvable fuzzy relationequations. Therefore, we we will on�ne only to fuzzy numbers in this subsetion.By a simple omputation we get the following lemma.Lemma 6Let the data (13) ontain only fuzzy numbers, i.e. they are of the formhFn�1;x0;w;Fn�2;y0;w0i (28)then the set (21) isX1(v) = [x0 � hL;1(1� �(�1)1 (Fn�2;y0;w0)(v)); x0 + hR;1(1� �(�1)1 (Fn�2;y0;w0)(v))℄:Moreover, if Fn�2;y0;w0(v) � Fn�2;y0;w0(v0) then X1(v) � X2(v0).Theorem 5Let the fuzzy data (13) onsist of fuzzy numbers of the form (28) and the orresponding system of fuzzyrelations be solvable. Let hA := Fn�1;x0;w; B := Fn�2;y0;w0ibe a new data. If Aj(x0) = 0 for all j = 1; : : : ;m then the new system is solvable.14



proof: By Theorem 2: Let v = y0. Then B(y0) = 1 and thus, X(y0) = fu 2 w j A(u) = 1g, i.e.x0 2 X(y0). Let z(Bj(y0)) < 1 = B(y0). Then there must exist u 2 X(y0) suh thatA(u) ! 1 � Aj(u) ! Bj(y0): (29)By the assumption, Aj(x0) = 0 and thus (29) is ful�lled. Sine by Lemma 6, X(v) forms a nested system,x0 2 X(v) for every v 2 w0 and thus (29) is always ful�lled. 2To �nish this disussion, we will present the following theorem, whih �rst ourred in [6℄ and holdsgenerally in BL-logi.Theorem 6Let the fuzzy data (13) onsist of fuzzy numbers of the form (28). The solution of the orrespondingsystem of fuzzy relations is the fuzzy relationR(u; v) = m_j=1(Fn�j ;x0j ;w(u)
 Fn�j ;y0j ;w0(v)); u 2 w; v 2 w0; (30)i� _u2w(Fn�i;x0i;w(u)
 Fn�j ;x0j;w(u)) � ^v2w0(Fn�j ;y0i;w(v) $ Fn�j ;y0j;w0(v))holds for every i; j = 1; : : : ;m.The intersetion of fuzzy sets in the following orollary is taken w.r.t. the t-norm 
.Corollary 1(a) If Fn�i;x0i;w \Fn�j ;x0j;w = ; then the fuzzy relation R in (30) is a solution.(b) If Ker(Fn�i;y0i;w0) \ Ker(Fn�j ;y0j ;w0) = ; and the fuzzy relation R in (30) is a solution thenFn�i;x0i;w \Fn�j ;x0j ;w = ;.This orollary demonstrates that if the data onsist of fuzzy numbers then the system of fuzzy relationequations an be solved by a fuzzy relation in the form of Mamdani-Assilian formula (30) provided thatthe data an be seen as a fuzzy funtion | a set of ouples of fuzzy sets suh that the loser are �rstomponents, the more loser are the seond ones. Note that this follows also from Theorem 2.5 ConlusionIn this paper we have developed a systemati theory of the evaluating linguisti expressions and theirsemantis. In the seond part, we have foused on fuzzy relation equations derived from the fuzzy datagiven by these expressions. We have demonstrated that pure expressions (i.e. the expressions ontainingthe adjetives \small, medium, big") mostly annot lead to solvable fuzzy relation equations. Thus, weshould use fuzzy numbers. If the struture of the data orresponds to a funtion then the solution aneven be in the form of the widely used Mamdani-Assilian formula.Referenes[1℄ B�elohl�avek, R. and V. Nov�ak: Learning Rule Base of the Linguisti Expert Systems. Soft Computing(to appear).[2℄ Carnap, R.: Meaning and Neessity: a Study in Semantis and Modal Logi, University ofChiago Press, Chiago 1947.[3℄ Di Nola, A., Sessa, S., Pedryz, W. and E. Sanhez: Fuzzy Relation Equations and TheirAppliations to Knowledge Engineering. Kluwer, Dordreht 1989.[4℄ Gottwald, S. Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logi. Vieweg, Wiesbaden 1993.15
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